Residence Hall 2 (RH2) houses students on five floors, with males and females on separate wings. Study lounges are located on each floor. A community kitchen and a laundry facility are located on the first floor. See pages 2-3 for floorplans.

ROOM INFO
- Measurements for each room type are included on pages 4-14.
- One cable outlet and two internet outlets are available in each room. Basic cable, internet, and wi-fi services are included.
- Closets are open. Curtains and tension rods can be used to enclose. Curtain rods are approximately 60” from floor.
- Windows come with blinds. Decorative curtains can be placed on the outside of windows by using rods placed in large 3M Command Hooks. Window measurements vary by room type. See room dimension pages for info.
- Ceilings are approximately 10’ on all floors.
- One microwave-fridge combo is provided in each student room.
- In-room bathrooms come with shower liners. Shower curtain rod is approximately 78” from floor. Bathroom pictures are available on page 17.
- Floors are vinyl (living area) and tile (bathroom). Carpets are available through Residence Hall Carpets: ocm.com.
- Linens and towels are available through the Ole Miss Bookstore: olemissbookstore.com.

FURNITURE INFO
- Furniture pictures and measurements are available on pages 15-16. All measurements are approximate.
- Each resident room includes two sets of furniture, one for each resident. A set of furniture includes a desk, desk chair, dresser, nightstand, and twin extra-long bed with mattress.
- Furniture (except desk chair) is made of wood with a dark brown finish.
- Student housing reserves the right to replace furniture as needed. Replacement pieces may vary.
For additional photos, visit our Facebook page.

MOVE-IN INFO
A move-in checklist is available on page 18. Additional move-in info is available on our website.
STUDENT ROOM - TYPE A
DOUBLE OCCUPANCY

SCALE: 1/4" = 1'-0"

WINDOW SILL HEIGHT AT 2'-6" 5TH FLOOR ONLY.
WINDOW HEIGHT 6'-0" TYP.
STUDENT ROOM - TYPE B
DOUBLE OCCUPANCY

SCALE: 1/4" = 1'-0"

WINDOW SILL HEIGHT AT 2'-8" TYP.
WINDOW SILL HEIGHT AT 2'-6" 5TH FLOOR ONLY.
WINDOW HEIGHT 6'-0" TYP.
STUDENT ROOM - TYPE C

DOUBLE OCCUPANCY

SCALE: 1/4" = 1'-0"

WINDOW SILL HEIGHT AT 2'-8" TYP.
WINDOW SILL HEIGHT AT 2'-6" 5TH FLOOR ONLY.
WINDOW HEIGHT 6'-0" TYP.
STUDENT ROOM - TYPE D
DOUBLE OCCUPANCY

SCALE: 1/4" = 1'-0"

WINDOW SILL HEIGHT AT 2'-8" TYP.
WINDOW SILL HEIGHT AT 2'-6" 5TH FLOOR ONLY.
WINDOW HEIGHT 6'-0" TYP.
STUDENT ROOM - TYPE D ADA

DOUBLE OCCUPANCY

SCALE: 1/4" = 1'-0"

WINDOW SILL HEIGHT AT 2'-8" TYP.
WINDOW SILL HEIGHT AT 2'-6" 5TH FLOOR ONLY.
WINDOW HEIGHT 6'-0" TYP.
STUDENT ROOM - TYPE E
DOUBLE OCCUPANCY

SCALE: 1/4" = 1'-0"

WINDOW SILL HEIGHT AT 2'-8" TYP.
WINDOW SILL HEIGHT AT 2'-6" 5TH FLOOR ONLY.
WINDOW HEIGHT 6'-0" TYP.
STUDENT ROOM - TYPE F
DOUBLE OCCUPANCY
SCALE: 1/4" = 1'-0"

WINDOW SILL HEIGHT AT 2'-8" TYP.
WINDOW SILL HEIGHT AT 2'-6" 5TH FLOOR ONLY.
WINDOW HEIGHT 6'-0" TYP.
STUDENT ROOM - TYPE G
DOUBLE OCCUPANCY
SCALE: 1/4" = 1'-0"

WINDOW SILL HEIGHT AT 2'-8" TYP.
WINDOW SILL HEIGHT AT 2'-6" 5TH FLOOR ONLY.
WINDOW HEIGHT 6'-0" TYP.
This room is a large double room that is available at a higher rate. Please visit our website for rate info.

STUDENT ROOM - TYPE H
DOUBLE OCCUPANCY*

SCALE: 1/4" = 1'-0"

*This room is a large double room that is available at a higher rate. Please visit our website for rate info.
This room is a large double room that is available at a higher rate. Please visit our website for rate info.
STUDENT ROOM - TYPE K
DOUBLE OCCUPANCY
SCALE: 1/4" = 1'-0"

WINDOW SILL HEIGHT AT 2'-8" TYP.
WINDOW SILL HEIGHT AT 2'-6" 5TH FLOOR ONLY.
WINDOW HEIGHT 6'-0" TYP.
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MICROWAVE/FRIDGE
Height ~ 45”
Width ~ 20”
Depth ~ 20”

DRESSER
Height ~ 30”
Width ~ 30”
Depth ~ 25”

DESK
Height ~ 30”
Width ~ 30”
Depth ~ 25”

NIGHTSTAND
Height ~ 30”
Width ~ 15”
Depth ~ 25”
Beds can be raised to approximately 55" off the ground (loft position) and can be lowered in 3" increments to approximately 25". Beds will be raised to mid height for move in. Beds can be raised and lowered with a rubber mallet by the student. Rubber mallets are available for checkout at the front desk. Ladders and safety rails can be rented from Lofts, LLC: loftsinc.com.
MOV IN CHECKLIST

RESIDENCE HALLS & RESIDENTIAL COLLEGES

____ Renter’s insurance
____ Decorations to personalize your room
____ Carpet or rug
____ Extra-long twin sheets, mattress pad, blankets, and comforter or bedspread
____ Curtain for closet area (not needed for Brown, Crosby, or Stewart)
____ Towels & shower caddy
____ Laundry basket or bag
____ Painters tape, push pins, thumbtacks, and 3M Command Strips for hanging items on walls
____ Power strips with surge protection
____ Hangers
____ Flashlight
____ Microwave (maximum 1,000 watts; not needed for Brown, Burns, Minor, Pittman, RH1, RH2, & RH3)
____ Refrigerator (maximum 4.2 cubic feet; not needed for Brown, Burns, Minor, Pittman, RH1, RH2, RH3, & residential colleges)
____ Rubber mallet for adjusting bed height
____ Trash can

DON’T BRING THESE THINGS!
- Homemade lofts, cinder blocks, bed risers
- Candles, incense, wax melters
- Nails, screws, wall mounting kits, or anything that leaves permanent holes in walls
- Electrical appliances including but not limited to deep fryers, electric skillets, indoor grills, toaster ovens, crockpots, ice makers
- Space heaters
- Ceiling fans or anything that must be secured to the ceiling
- Pets (fish are allowed)
- Double sided tape, carpet tape
- Extension cords without surge protection
- Weapons including but not limited to BB guns, air pistols, paintball guns, pellet guns, firearms of any type, martial arts weapons, tasers, knives with blades over 5”
- Electronic skateboards (“hover” boards)

Furniture Reminder
Per the student housing contract, no alterations are to be made to the furniture provided by the university. All provided furniture must remain in the room at all times. Additional furniture brought into the room must be freestanding and clear of all existing furniture, fixtures, and walls contained in the room.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE VISIT HOUSING.OLEMISS.EDU OR CONTACT OUR MARKETING ASSISTANTS: HOUSINGMA@OLEMISS.EDU OR (662) 915-1091.